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**Customer Reviews**

A bit disappointed because I thought it is classical feng shui attitude and not "black hat" one, but the tips are excellent and I could take whatever I wanted, so this is a good one, at the end.

There are many Feng Shui books on the market. I own quite a few myself. That is for sure. This one belongs to the better ones. I like it a lot. It helped me to become aware of different spaces I visit and it expanded my understanding of this complex subject. It is useful even if you work only with your home. I'd recommend it warmly. Only one thing irritates me: the way they print the W in the figures. Wall looks something like KJal. But hey, it's a minor issue. I can definitely live with it.

I have read many feng shui books but this one really gives a detailed information regarding technical and practical planning of your house or office and how to effectively "incorporate" feng shui to the space. Many drawings in the book explain easily the most important "rules" and what to avoid. Perfect for architects or interior designers.

I bought this book after attending a workshop on feng shui given by a Chinese master who incorporated a tremendous amount of astrology into the application of feng shui principles to
building design and personal accessories. This book uses feng shui more like environmental psychology and shows why certain configurations are more harmonious than others -- i.e. produce a less anxious emotional state for the inhabitant. I like the illustrations and examples and it makes sense for American designers. I am trained as an architect and think it would be tremendously useful in practice.
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